
NIKOLA TESLA’S INCREDIBLE MACHINE™ is brought to you by

This electrifying slot experience is based on a classic 5-reel, 25 fixed paylines setup and is greatly pushed by two main feature clusters.

Energy Burst:
Get 3 similar symbols on the 3rd reel to call up the mighty machine which triggers the infernal Energy Burst Feature. This feature grants 
up to 5 Bonus Spins and 3 different bonus features called Exploding Wild, Reel Clone, and Wild Substitution.

Level-Up Free Spins:
The 3 - 5 Free Spin Scatter symbols must appear on the reels to unleash the machine´s whole power. A special Level-Up symbol can 
show up on the 1st or 5th reel giving you a Fixed Wild. This can be repeated five-times equipping your reel set with a maximum of 5 
Fixed Wilds. What puts the incredible machine once and for all into full throttle mode during the entire Free Spin phase is the Win Both 
Ways Feature.

NIKOLA TESLA’S INCREDIBLE MACHINE™ is a medium volatility premium video slot available for desktop & mobile on modern web 
browsers across popular devices. The game is characterised through state-of-the-art orchestration, sticky game mechanisms and an 
electrifying game experience.

“A truly electrifying game experience!” 

NIKOLA TESLA’S INCREDIBLE MACHINE™
Nikola Tesla, the grandmaster of modern electricity, was a genius responsible for hundreds of 
patents which changed the world and our lives entirely. But there´s one extremely mighty and 
dangerous invention, a well-kept secret, he decided to take to his grave. Do you dare to descend 
to his hidden lab to finally reveal his monstrous legacy?

Cross Platform availability in HTML 5



www.rabcat.com

VOLATILITY medium

• REELS  5x3
• WIN LINES  25 Fixed
• RTP  96.22%
• LANGUAGES 27

GAME FACTS

For more information about platform integration, game mathematics & pricing please get in touch with sales@rabcat.com.
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